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A large conformational heterogeneity of human NAD(P)H:quinone oxidore-

ductase 1 (NQO1), a flavoprotein associated with various human diseases,

has been observed to occur in the catalytic site of the enzyme. Here, we

report the X-ray structure of NQO1 with phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride

(PMSF) at 1.6 �A resolution. Activity assays confirmed that, despite being

covalently bound to the Tyr128 residue at the catalytic site, PMSF did not

abolish NQO1 activity. This may indicate that the PMSF molecule does not

reduce the high flexibility of Tyr128, thus allowing NADH and DCPIP sub-

strates to bind to the enzyme. Our results show that targeting Tyr128, a key

residue in NQO1 function, with small covalently bound molecules could possi-

bly not be a good drug discovery strategy to inhibit this enzyme.
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The human NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1

(NQO1), is an intracellular, cytosolic, multifunctional

flavoenzyme essential for the antioxidant defense sys-

tem, stabilization of tumor suppressors, and activation

of quinone-based chemotherapeutics [1–3]. In addition,

alterations in NQO1 function are associated with a

variety of human diseases, including cancer, neurologi-

cal disorders (Parkinson ́ s and Alzheimer ́s diseases,

multiple sclerosis, and schizophrenia), and cardiovas-

cular diseases, which makes this enzyme an attractive

cancer target for drug discovery [4]. NQO1 is a very

versatile protein showing a dual functionality in cells

as it may act as an enzyme and as protein modulator

[or chaperone] with stabilizing properties [3,5,6]. As an

enzyme, NQO1 primarily catalyzes the two-electron

reduction of quinones and a wide variety of other

compounds by a double-displacement mechanism com-

monly known as “ping-pong” mechanism consisting

of: (a) binding and oxidation of the electron donor

NADH by FAD that reduces to FADH2 with NAD+
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leaving the binding site; (b) binding and reduction of

the substrate by the FADH2. Steps 1 and 2 are revers-

ibly and competitively inhibited by the strong inhibitor

dicoumarol [7]. Besides its enzymatic function, NQO1

acts as a non-enzyme being involved in the binding

and stabilization of several tumor suppressors such as

p53, p33, and p73a [8,9].

Inhibitors such as dicoumarol, other coumarins, fla-

vones, and curcumin, have been reported to inhibit

NQO1 function [5,10,11], being dicoumarol the best

characterized of them. Dicoumarol is a strong, com-

petitive inhibitor which binds in the active sites of

NQO1, directly blocking access by NAD(P)H [8].

Although dicoumarol has been shown to kill pancre-

atic cancer cells [12,13], this compound is not an ideal

anticancer agent due to its off-target effects which

include anticoagulant and mitochondrial “uncoupling”

activity [14–18]. Thus, a number of studies have been

made on identifying novel molecules, often structurally

similar to dicoumarol, which are effective NQO1

inhibitors, but lack most of the negative effects dicou-

marol has [14]. Although some of them have been

shown to be potential anticancer agents, they all failed

in clinical trials due to, for example, pharmacokinetics

when administered intravenously [19].

NQO1 is a homodimer of 62 kDa with two identical

31 kDa interlocking protomers each of them contain-

ing one molecule of flavin adenine dinucleotide

(FAD), which is noncovalently attached to the protein.

There are two active sites located at the interface

between the two protomers consisting of two domains

[the N-terminal domain and a small C-terminal

domain (CTD)] involving residues from both polypep-

tide chains. Crystallographic structures of NQO1 with

and without NAD+ and dicoumarol have shown that

NQO1 undergoes local conformational changes in

which the active site opens and closes during the cata-

lytic mechanism [20,21]. Despite literature showing

inhibitors for the function of NQO1, with dicoumarol

as a potent competitive inhibitor of NADH and the

most effective by inhibiting pancreatic cancer cells in

culture, so far, no NQO1 inhibitors are yet in clinical

use [12].

In this study, we report the X-ray crystal structure

of the human NQO1 protein at 1.6 �A resolution,

which is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest-

resolution structure so far solved for this enzyme. The

only notable difference in the active site region is

the modification of Tyr128, which was found to be

covalently bound to a molecule of the inhibitor phe-

nylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). It is important to

note that, in our structure, the presence of the PMSF

molecule was unexpected and was found to be

covalently bound to the Tyr128 residue in the active

site, a strictly conserved and key residue shown to be

a key player in the enzymatic function of NQO1

[8,22–25]. The crystal structure reported here is used

to compare the modes of binding of NQO1 to previ-

ously reported crystal structures of this enzyme with

substrates and inhibitors. Activity assays of NQO1-

PMSF confirmed that, unexpectedly, although PMSF

is covalently bound to Tyr128, it did not inhibit the

activity of the enzyme. This may indicate that Tyr128

may not play an important role in the inhibition

mechanism of NQO1. The potential involvement of

PMSF in the specific activity of the enzyme is dis-

cussed. We have also carried out an analysis of the

water molecules in NQO1-PMSF. Our analysis

revealed the presence of buried well-ordered water

molecules at the homodimer interface. Several clusters

of water molecules have been identified throughout

the interface. These water molecules establish a com-

plex network of hydrogen bonds acting as lubricant.

In the light of these preliminary results, we hypothe-

sized that the presence of interfacial water molecules

could be responsible, at least partially, for the high

plasticity and cooperativity previously reported

for NQO1.

Materials and methods

Expression and purification of human NQO1

protein

Protein expression and purification of human NQO1 were

carried out as previously described [26] with some modifica-

tions. Briefly, Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells were trans-

formed with pET46 Ek/LIC plasmid containing the cDNA

of human NQO1 and grown overnight in 800 mL of lysog-

eny broth supplemented with 0.1 mg�mL�1 ampicillin

(LBA) at 37 °C. This starter culture was diluted in 4 L of

new LBA and grown at 37 °C until the optical density at

600 nm reached values between 0.6 and 0.8. Expression

was then triggered by the addition of isopropyl-b-D-
thiogalactoside at a final concentration of 0.5 mM. Induced

cells were further incubated for 4 h at 28 °C, harvested by

centrifugation, and resuspended in 40 mL of binding buffer

(BB, 20 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, and 50 mM

imidazole at pH 7.4) containing 1 mM PMSF, flash frozen

in liquid N2 and stored at �80 °C. The following day,

cells were lysed by sonication (3 cycles of 2 min each, alter-

nating 2 s ON/2 s OFF with 2 min rest on ice). Lysate was

cleared by centrifugation at 92 700 g at 4 °C for 40 min.

The supernatant containing NQO1 was filtered through

0.45 lm filters and subsequently loaded onto immobilized

Ni2+ affinity chromatography columns (Thermo ScientificTM

HisPurTM Ni-NTA resin, Waltham, MA, USA), which was
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previously equilibrated with BB. After collecting the flow-

through, the column was washed with 20 column volumes

(CVs) of BB and eluted with 10 CVs of elution buffer (BB

containing 500 mM imidazole). The elute protein was dia-

lyzed against 50 mM K-HEPES at pH 7.4. NQO1 protein

was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography

using a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 prep grade (GE

Healthcare, Barcelona, Spain) using 20 mM K-HEPES,

200 mM NaCl at pH 7.4 containing FAD at a final concen-

tration of 1 mM. Pure protein was concentrated to final

concentration of 20 mg�mL�1 using 30 kDa concentrators

from Millipore (Madrid, Spain), flash frozen, and stored at

�80 °C. The purity and integrity of the protein were

checked by SDS/PAGE.

Protein crystallization

Crystallization of human holo-NQO1 was carried out using

the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method, using 24-well

plates and the crystallization conditions reported by Faig

et al. [27], with some modifications. Briefly, 3 lL of protein

at 15 mg�mL�1 was mixed with 9 lL of precipitant solution

composed of 0.1 M Tris pH 8.5, 0.2 M Sodium Acetate,

20% polyethylene glycol 3350, and 20 lM FAD. Protein

droplets were allowed to equilibrate against 500 lL of pre-

cipitant solution in the reservoir chambers at 4 °C. Rod-

shaped crystals of about 300 lm in size were obtained after

few days. Prior to data collection, the crystals were soaked

in a cryoprotectant solution containing the precipitant solu-

tion with 20% glycerol, looped, and flash-frozen in liquid

nitrogen.

Data collection and structure determination

X-ray diffraction data collection was performed on BL-13

XALOC beamline of the ALBA synchrotron radiation

source (Barcelona, Spain) using a wavelength of 0.98 �A

and a Pilatus 6M detector. Indexing of the collected data-

sets was performed with XDS [28] and scaling was done

with AIMLESS program [29] from the CCP4 suite package

[30], and a fraction of 10% reflections were included in the

generated Rfree set. Phasing was performed using molecular

replacement with PHASER [31] using the protein data

bank (PDB) code 5A4K [32] as search model. The obtained

model was refined using alternate cycles of automated

refinement using non-crystallographic symmetry with

REFMAC5 [33] and manual inspection was performed with

COOT [34]. Water molecules were automatically upgraded

after each refinement cycle. All figures of the protein struc-

ture presented in this manuscript were generated with

PYMOL (Schr€odinger LLC, New York, NY, USA). The final

refined structure was validated using the wwwPDB Valida-

tion Service and submitted to the PDB for deposition with

PDB 8OK0.

Identification of buried water molecules

The good resolution of our NQO1-PMSF structure has

allowed us to identify a total of 1016 water molecules. Buried

water molecules in proteins are those that are structurally iso-

lated from the bulk solvent. The presence of buried water

molecules was carefully investigated for our NQO1-PMSF

structure as follows. Water molecules simultaneously located

within 5 �A of the homodimer, and their solvent accessible

surface area (ASA) was calculated using the Lee and

Richards algorithm [35] as described previously [36]. All

water molecules with ASA values greater than 10 �A2 were

discarded and removed from the structure. ASAs were recal-

culated, and the set of occluded water molecules was itera-

tively refined until no further changes in accessibility were

observed. For all selected water molecules, the interactions

established by the identified water molecules with the protein

or even with other water molecules were evaluated using

PYMOL (Schr€odinger LLC), which uses the Kabsch and

Sander’s DSSP secondary structure assignment algorithm [37]

considering a maximum cut-off distance of 3.5 �A and a mini-

mum angle of 90° for hydrogen bond formation.

Protein activity assays

The enzymatic activity of NQO1-PMSF was performed

under aerobic conditions in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4 at 25 °C
using a Varian Cary 50 (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA)

spectrophotometer. First, NQO1-PMSF was reduced by mix-

ing the protein at a concentration of 1 nM with NADH at

1 mM at room temperature. The mixture was incubated in

plastic quartz cuvettes (1-cm pathlength) for 5 min to ensure

NQO1-PMSF was fully reduced. Next, the oxidative half-

reaction was measured at room temperature by mixing the

reduced enzyme with 25 lM of 2,6-

Dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) in the same plastic

quartz cuvettes. NQO1-PMSF was tested for activity by a

static and kinetic read method in triplicate alongside a “sub-

strate only” negative control. For comparison, the enzymatic

activity of NQO1 in the absence of PMSF was carried out in

parallel in the same reaction conditions. The initial reaction

rates were calculated from the changes in A600nm caused by

the reduction of DCPIP and were adjusted to account for

any non-enzymatic reactions. In all cases, blanks containing

all reaction components except the proteins were determined

and subtracted from the reactions.

Results and Discussion

Structure of human NQO1 protein in complex

with PMSF

Human NQO1 crystals were crystallized in the mono-

clinic space group I121 with the unit cell dimensions
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a = 107.17 �A, b = 58.93 �A, c = 189.16 �A, a = 90°,
c = 98.93°, and b = 90°, and were seen to diffract

beyond 1.4 �A resolution. A total of 2400 images were

collected and successfully indexed, integrated, and

merged. Two physiological homodimers were found in

the asymmetric unit yielding a Matthews coefficient

[VM] of 2.08 �A3/Da and solvent content of 40.78%.

The structure of human NQO1 was solved by molecu-

lar replacement using the PDB entry 5A4K of the

R139W mutant of NQO1 [32], as a search model with-

out the FAD, water, or ion molecules. The structure

was refined at a resolution of 1.6 �A with Rwork and

Rfree of 20.5% and 24.6%, respectively (Table 1). To

the best of our knowledge, the structure reported here

is the highest-resolution structure reported to date for

NQO1 protein. The final data collection and refine-

ment statistics are given in Table 1.

NQO1 is a physiological homodimer made of two

interlocked monomers of 273 residues related by a

non-crystallographic two-fold axis of symmetry. Each

NQO1 monomer is composed of two domains: a large

catalytic domain (residues 1–220) and a small CTD

(residues 221–273). It is important to note that residue

numbers employed in this paper are those used in

PDB 5A4K, which are shifted down by one residue

with respect to those in some other publications. The

molecular structure could be modeled in the electron

density from the N-terminus to the C-terminus without

interruptions with excellent stereochemistry (root-

mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the ideal of

0.008 �A for bond lengths and less than 1.4° bond

angles). Ramachandran diagram places nearly all resi-

dues within the favored (96%) and allowed (3.8%)

regions, with only 0.2% of them falling into the outlier

region. The resulting experimental maps were of excel-

lent quality revealing the presence of the cofactors

FAD, as well as other solvent molecules such as

1016 water molecules, sodium acetate, and glycerol.

Figure 1A illustrates the two homodimers found in the

asymmetric unit. The high quality of the NQO1 struc-

ture can be assessed from the electron density maps

2mFo-DFc for the cofactor FAD (Fig. 1B).

Analysis of difference electron density maps of

NQO1 revealed an unexplained electron density in the

catalytic site next to the hydroxyl oxygen of Tyr128.

Figure 1C shows the “mysterious” electron density

after the initial refinement steps. In three of the four

monomers (chains A, B, and D) of the asymmetric

unit, the short distance to the density from the side

chain of Tyr128 implies a covalent modification of this

residue. Based on the size and shape of the “mysteri-

ous” density, it could correspond to a phosphate or

sulfate group covalently bound to the hydroxyl oxygen

of the tyrosine and to an additional five or six-

membered ring bound to the phosphate or sulfate.

Since there is no chemical compound with such struc-

tural features in the crystallization cocktail, this extra

density must come from the purification procedure. By

analyzing all chemicals used in the purification of

NQO1, the only one that could match with the “mys-

terious” density was the PMSF, a sulfonyl fluoride

compound used as protease inhibitor in the purifica-

tion of the protein. Accordingly, the model was modi-

fied by replacing the tyrosine with a sulfonyl-tyrosine

and adding a five-membered ring. After refinement, no

residual density above the 3r level was left in the dif-

ference map (Fig. 1D). POLDER maps of the final

model of the Tyr128-PMSF are shown in Fig. 1E,

clearly confirming the existence of the covalent bond.

Table 1. X-ray data collection and refinement statistics. Values for

the outer shell are given in parentheses.

NQO1-PMSF

Data collection statistics

X-ray source/beamline ALBA/BL-13 XALOC

Wavelength (�A) 0.98

Temperature (K) 100

Detector Pilatus 6M

Space group I121

a, b, c (�A) 107.17, 58.93, 189.16

a, b, c (°) 90.00, 98.93, 90.00

Resolution range (�A) 50–1.6 (1.60–1.64)

No. of unique reflections 135 910

Completeness (%) 98.3 (94.3)

Multiplicity 6.6 (4.7)

Rmerge 0.073 (4.931)

Avg. I/r (I) 9.8 (0.2)

Overall B factor from Wilson plot (�A2) 26.6

Refinement statistics

Resolution range (�A) 50–1.6 (1.60–1.64)

No. of reflections, working set 135 910

No. of reflections, test set 15 129

Rwork/Rfree (%) 20.5/24.6

No. of non-H atoms

Protein 8744

Water 1016

Others 344

R.m.s. deviations

Bond length (�A) 0.013

Bond angles (°) 1.637

Average B factors (�A2)

All atoms 37.0

Protein 36.5

Water 38.2

Ramachandran plot

Favored (%) 96

Allowed (%) 3.8

Outliers (%) 0.2

PDB code 8OK0
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In contrast to chains A, B, and D, the “mysterious”

electron density in chain C was broader so that a sec-

ond molecule of PMSF was modeled. Also, neither of

the two PMSF molecules in chain C is covalently

bound to Tyr128 (Fig. 1F).

Comparison of human NQO1-PMSF complex

with related structures

Further evaluation of the complex NQO1-PMSF struc-

ture was carried out by comparing it with previously

reported crystal structures of NQO1 both unliganded

(PDB 1D4A [21]) and in complex with the natural

substrate duroquinone (PDB 1DXO [21]) and various

inhibitors such as dicoumarol (PDB 2F1O [8] and

5FUQ (unpublished work), Cibacron blue (PDB 4CF6

[38]), various inhibitor molecules (PDBs 1KBO and

1KBQ [39]; PDB 3JSX [18]; and PDB 5EAI [40]), and

various chemotherapeutic prodrugs (PDBs 1GG5,

1H66, 1H69 [27]). Overall, all NQO1 structures aligned

very well with each other, with RMSD values for all

atoms between 0.312 �A and 0.689 �A and with an aver-

age value of 0.391 �A. A superimposition of all struc-

tures is shown in Fig. 2A. As one could expect, the

higher structural differences are mainly found in

the loop regions, in the solvent-exposed regions, as

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of human NQO1 in complex with PMSF. (A) Cartoon [chains A (green) and D (yellow)] and surface [chains B (light

blue) and C (pink)] representations of the two homodimers of NQO1 found in the asymmetric unit. The cofactor FAD and the PMSF

molecules are shown as orange and cyan sticks, respectively. (B) Electron 2mFc-DFo density maps of the FAD molecule contoured at 1r.

(C) Electron 2mFc-DFo (gray) and mFc-DFo (green) density maps before refinement contoured at 1r and 3r, respectively, around Tyr128 and

the “mysterious” molecule in chains A (left), B (middle), and D (right). (D) Electron 2mFc-DFo density maps around Tyr128 and the PMSF

molecule after refinement contoured at 1r in chains A (left), B (middle) and D (right). (E) POLDER maps contoured at 3r around Tyr128 and

the PMSF molecules in chains A (left), B (middle), and D (right). (F) Electron 2mFc-DFo and mFc-DFo density maps before refinement con-

toured at 1r and 3r, respectively, around Tyr128 and the “mysterious” molecule in chain C. (G) Electron 2mFc-DFo density maps around

Tyr128 and the two PMSF molecules after refinement contoured at 1r in chain C.
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well as in the catalytic pocket where the side chains of

several residues show high conformational changes

(Fig. 2B). In other words, the binding of PMSF does

not alter the overall folding of NQO1 at all.

A further inspection of the catalytic site shows that

when there is no ligand bound, the residues Tyr128

and Phe232 are always in a similar conformation.

However, the binding of ligands makes the side chains

of these two residues move away to accommodate

the ligands. In this regard, it has been reported in the

literature that NQO1 protein when in its apo state

possesses an exceptionally high plasticity and that the

binding of either the FAD or dicoumarol reduces it

significantly, rigidifying the protein [41–43]. However,

this high plasticity has never been seen before structur-

ally until very recently. In a study carried out by our

group, we have reported the crystal structure of

NQO1 at room temperature using serial crystallogra-

phy, in which Tyr128 and Phe232 residues have

been captured in different conformations within the

crystals [44].

We have also carried out a B factor analysis by

comparing the B factor of our NQO1-PMSF structure

with that of other NOQ1 structures. Although it has

clearly been shown that B factors provide useful

information about protein flexibility and dynamics, a

crucial issue regarding B factors in protein crystal

structures is their accuracy. It is well known that B

factors are not due to local movements only but reflect

additional factors including crystal defects, large-scale

disorder, diffraction resolution, and radiation damage.

The latter is particularly intense when using the high

flux densities of modern synchrotron sources. It is

therefore essential to normalize B factors when com-

paring different crystal structures. Due to this, and in

order to obtain a reliable comparison, from the above-

mentioned NQO1 structures, we have selected those

structures, both unliganded (PDB 1D4A) and liganded

(PDB 1KBQ, 1H66, 1H69, and 5FUQ), that have been

determined at resolutions between 1.5 and 2.0 �A. For

those structures, we have calculated the normalized B

factors as previously reported [45,46] (Fig. S1). See

Supplemental Information on how normalized B fac-

tors were calculated. Also, for each crystal structure,

we have also represented the distribution of the B fac-

tors (raw values) across the protein (Fig. S2).

From this analysis, it is clear that PMSF molecule

seems not to rigidify NQO1 as much as non-covalent

inhibitors do.

Mode of binding of PMSF

Although, PMSF has been mainly reported to act as

an inhibitor of serine proteases by interacting with the

serine nucleophile, there are a couple of studies in

which PMSF has also been shown to form covalent

bonds with tyrosine residues (see review by Narayanan

and Jones [47]). A schematic of the reaction of PMSF

with tyrosine residues is shown in Fig. S3.

Until now, all crystal structures reported of

NQO1 in complex with ligands, either inhibitor com-

pounds (dicoumarol [8] and Cibacron blue [38]) or

Fig. 2. Structural comparison of the NQO1-PMSF structure with other NQO1 structures. (A) Superimposition of the NQO1-PMSF structure

with NQO1 structures both unliganded (PDB 1D4A in cyan [21]) and all liganded structures available to date (PDB 1DXO in pink [21]; PDB

2F1O in yellow [8]; 5FUQ in salmon (unpublished work); PDB 4CF6 in white [38]; PDBs 1KBO in brown and 1KBQ in purple [39]; PDB 3JSX

in light pink [18]; PDB 5EAI in gray [40]; and PDBs 1GG5 in violet, 1H66 in orange, 1H69 in olive [27]). All protein molecules are represented

as ribbons, ligands, and FAD molecules are shown as sticks. The catalytic site is highlighted with a dashed black box. (B) Closer view of the

catalytic site highlighted in ‘A’. All key residues key for NQO1 function are labeled and represented as thin sticks. All ligands bound to

NQO1 are represented as sticks. The FAD molecule is also labeled and represented as orange sticks.
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chemotherapeutic prodrugs (RH1, EO9, and ARH019)

[27], have shown the ligands non-covalently bound to

the protein. In the crystal structure reported in this

study, the Tyr128 residue of chains A, B, and D is sta-

bilized by a 1.6 �A long, covalent bond to the sulfate

center in PMSF. Thus, the OH functional group of

Tyr128 forms o-benzylsulfonyl-tyrosine (Fig. S3). The

binding of the inhibitor PMSF buries 300 �A2 of apolar

accessible area of the protein. PMSF binds with its

benzyl ring in one side of the pocket, stacked between

the Tyr128 residue and the flavin ring of FAD. Tyr128

swings over the inhibitor making a covalent contact

with the sulfide atom of the sulphonyl group of the

PMSF. PMSF is further stabilized by establishing

hydrogen bonds with other residues of the catalytic

site such as His161, the FAD molecule and water mol-

ecules nearby (Fig. 3).

PMSF does not inhibit the enzymatic activity

of NQO1

Neither experimental evidence nor direct structural evi-

dence exists for the binding of PMSF to the active site

of NQO1. To confirm whether the activity of the

enzyme is diminished or abolished by PMSF, activity

assays were carried out as described in Materials and

Methods section. Activity assays in kinetic mode were

carried out by measuring the reduction of DCPIP by

NQO1-PMSF for 5 min (Fig. S4). The initial reaction

rates turned out to be 41 � 9 s�1 for the NQO1 in the

absence of PMSF and 44 � 8 s�1 for NQO1 with

PMSF. Our activity assays confirmed that, although

PMSF is covalently bound to Tyr128, it did not abol-

ish the activity of the enzyme. Thus, this may indicate

that, unlike expected, Tyr128 may not play an impor-

tant role in the inhibition mechanism of NQO1. We

hypothesize that the high flexibility previously

described for this residue is not restricted by the small

size of the PMSF molecule so that Tyr128 can still

move freely allowing the entrance of the substrates to

the catalytic site.

Identification of interfacial water molecules in

NQO1-PMSF structure

The presence of interfacial water molecules mediating

the interaction between the two protomers at the

homodimer interface was investigated. Following

the search requirements described in Materials and

Methods, a total of 1016 water molecules were found

(Fig. S5A) in our structure, of which 84 were interfa-

cial buried water molecules (Fig. S5B), 42 water

Fig. 3. Binding mode of PMSF molecules in the catalytic sites of NQO1. (A–D) Hydrogen bond interactions (dashed black lines) established

by the PMSF molecules with NQO1 residues and water molecules in the catalytic site of chains A (panel A), B (panel B), C (panel C), and D

(panel D). The NQO1 residues, the PMSF, and the FAD molecules are labeled and represented as sticks. Waters are represented as red

spheres.
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molecules per homodimer in the asymmetric unit.

These water molecules occupy different hydration sites

throughout the homodimer interface (Fig. 4A). The

overall properties of these water molecules are shown

in Fig. 4B. Overall, most identified interfacial water

molecules are significantly buried from the solvent

(ASA average = 1.89 �A2), with nearly 75% of them

being characterized by ASA values below 3 �A2. These

molecules are also characterized by B factors that are

similar to the average values for protein atoms

(36.61 �A), and, in some cases, close to the structure

minimum (17.43 �A). Also, these water molecules are

implicated in the establishment of multiple specific

polar interactions with the protein, with an average of

2.8 hydrogen bonds per water molecule. All hydrogen

bond interactions established by the water molecules

at the homodimer interface either with other water

molecules or protein residues are collected in

Tables S1–S4.
Typically, the presence of internal or buried water

molecules between the interfaces of protein monomers

plays an essential maintenance and stabilizing role.

However, dynamic coupling between protein and

hydration water and contributions of buried water

molecules to protein plasticity and function have also

been extensively studied [36,48–50]. In this regard, sev-

eral recent studies have reported that the presence of

buried water molecules between monomers is associ-

ated with protein allostery and cooperativity [51–56].
Thus, from our water molecule analysis in NQO1-

PMSF structure, we can hypothesize that the buried

water molecules, in addition to stabilizing the homodi-

mer, might be somehow involved in the function of

NQO1. Although, we are aware that a more compre-

hensive study of the water molecules would be needed

by comparing NQO1-PMSF to other NQO1 structures

available, we believe that the water-buried molecules

at the interface act as “lubricant” to favor dynamics

and are involved in the plasticity of the NQO1 enzyme

as well as play a key role in the negative cooperativity

previously described for this protein [23,42,43,57,58].

In fact, an analysis of water molecules along with

molecular dynamics simulations is currently being car-

ried out in our labs. Interestingly, we have observed

Fig. 4. Buried water molecules in the homodimer interface of NQO1-PMSF structure. (A) Cartoon representation of the two superimposed

homodimers of NQO1-PMSF. Homodimers are colored the same as in Fig. 1. Residues at the homodimer interface are shown as sticks.

Water molecules are displayed as spheres in red for the homodimer formed by chains A and D, and in blue for the homodimer composed

by chains B and C. (B) Solvent accessibility ranges of the total number water molecules identified. (C) Solvent accesibility ranges of the

water molecules identified at the homodimer interface.
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the presence of water molecules buried at the homodi-

mer interface of all NQO1 structures currently avail-

able. The results from this study will be published in a

separate manuscript.

Conclusions

This work provides the crystal structure of NQO1 in

complex with PMSF inhibitor. The high quality of the

data and the nearly high-resolution structure obtained,

have allowed us to identify the presence of a high

number of buried water molecules. A water molecules

analysis identified multiple hydration sites buried at

the homodimer interface. This could indicate that the

previously reported high plasticity and negative coop-

erativity of NQO1 [23,42,43,57,58], might be driven by

the presence of confined water molecules at the homo-

dimer interface. Furthermore, the analysis of the inter-

actions established by the PMSF molecule at the

catalytic site shows PMSF covalently bound to Tyr128

in three of the four monomer chains found in the

asymmetric unit. The PMSF benzyl ring is also

stacked parallel to the oxacillin ring of FAD. How-

ever, unlike expected, the activity assays revealed that

the PMSF molecule, despite being covalently bound to

Tyr128 residue, does not abolish the catalytic activity

of NQO1. This provides us with new insights into the

inhibition mechanism of NQO1. Tyr128, which has

been reported to be crucial for the function of NQO1

[8,22–25], our results point out that this residue might

not play an important role in the inhibition of the

enzyme. Therefore, targeting the Tyr128 residue to

advance the design of suicide ligands based on sulfo-

nyl fluorinated compounds that could result in new

and more potent NQO1 inhibitors by covalently modi-

fying this residue may not be a good strategy unless

the new binder establishes other interactions with

neighboring residues and thus limiting the dynamics of

Tyr128.
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